HP SmartStream Production Analyzer monitors, tracks, and benchmarks production performance, providing vital statistics to owners, production managers, and operators on production efficiency across presses and sites. This highly versatile production software helps to enhance productivity for HP Indigo digital press owners with complex production operations.

Pinpoint productivity gaps. HP SmartStream Production Analyzer issues real time and historical reports on presses and shifts, measures production compared with industry benchmarks, and tracks performance of consumables. This data reveals gaps in operations, enabling press operations to reach their maximum potential.

Vital statistics, flexible reports. HP SmartStream Production Analyzer has the capacity to issue a wide range of statistics. Reports can be either cumulative or comparative according to different production layers: press, press type, groups of presses, shift, or operator. This gives owners, production managers, and operators the capacity to analyse performance in complex printing environments and multi site printing facilities.

Real-time monitoring. The software is designed to enable shift leaders to see all events and press statuses in real-time from the start to end of a shift, including current performance in comparison to production targets. In this way, the operator can immediately identify degradation in performance and quickly respond accordingly and get presses back on track.

Historical reports. Collecting information over time, the HP SmartStream Production Analyzer accumulates production data per shift, per operator, compared with HP industry benchmarks, and versus factory targets. This allows for better production planning and design of production structure.

Discover top performers. HP SmartStream Production Analyzer issues rankings according to performance in the printing operation, enabling owners and managers to handpick operators and presses for use for rush jobs or during peak production operations, and to also identify weaknesses.

Easy to install and operate: HP Smart Stream Production Analyzer is very easy to install and operate. Customer support is delivered remotely by telephone by Remote Support Personnel.

Real-time monitoring of performance, including quantity of impressions, up time, and targeted production.
HP SmartStream Analyzer — a powerful workflow component in the HP SmartStream family

HP SmartStream is a graphic arts portfolio of components that helps customers create production workflow solutions to meet a broad range of market segments and application needs. The HP SmartStream portfolio provides end-to-end workflow management, from job creation to fulfillment. When combining best-in-class HP SmartStream and partner components, the result is greater flexibility, with specific solutions to address key market segments that are customisable and scalable to your unique business needs.

Technical Specifications Version 1.2

HP Indigo digital presses supported
- HP Indigo 7500 Digital Press
- HP Indigo 7000 Digital Press
- HP Indigo WS6000 Digital Press
- HP Indigo press 5500
- HP Indigo press 5000
- HP Indigo press 3050

Operating system
Microsoft Windows 2008 Standard server R2

Client OS versions

UI Languages
English

Hardware
ProLiant ML350 Tower Server G6
- Intel 5000z Chipset, 2xQuad core - 2.5 Ghz, 1333 FSB
- 4GB RAM
- 5 x 250 GB SATA 7.2K HDDs
- 19 in monitor, keyboard, mouse
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